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In-Depth Project Description & Central Questions

BETWEEN THE RAINS
I‘d like to work on Between the Rains, an experimental video work 
in three chapters which is currently in the early stages of producti-
on. 
Between the Rains is a journey through contaminated and colla-
borative visions - fungal vision, machine vision, neurologically in-
fluenced visions and humans in their midst as material and medi-
um. How do the boundaries of human bodies and the knowledges 
situated within them shift when influenced by organisms, landsca-
pes, or technologies? 
Between the Rains looks at porous bodies and hybrid assembla-
ges of human and non-human embodied knowledges and touches 
upon neurologically non-normative vision, historical mass social 
contagion and its effects, and knowledge systems‘ indebtedness to 
encounters with the more-than-human.

CONTAMINATED VISIONS
Human and more-than-human sensoriums contaminate each 
other to give rise to future-making and future-sensing tools th-
rough the ages. Gases emanating from the earth, sheep‘s livers, 
lab rats, Spores, Drones, Probes, Carriers, Rovers and Neural 
Networks – all of them have been active information-gatherers at 
frontiers of the knowable. The metabolisms of knowledge-making 
involve many bodies and movements. 
What  practices  of  storytelling,  representation,  visualization and 
communication  do  humans  employ  in  our relation to the non- or 
posthuman? The European tradition of fables, for instance, and 
the myths of all pre-literary cultures are rife with metamorphoses 
and chimeric
creatures. Experimental and speculative literature and art have 
since elaborated on these tropes and created many new ways 
of colliding and merging humanity with the vast domains of life, 
sentience, and agency that reside adjoining to it. The boundari-
es of what it means to be human have shifted over the course of 
history; companies have been granted personhood, rivers and 

stones too which is super important now in the face of mass 
extinction. What are moving image methodologies pointing to 
a cinema beyond the human? How to „give voice“ to non-hu-
man agents without talking over them? 

CADAVRE EXQUIS
Gaining visual material from heterogenous sources and pro-
cesses, Between the Rains aims for plasticity. The moving 
image work makes use of hybridized image-making stra-
tegies, compositing in space with layered rear-projections, 
literally collaging bodies via costume, and corrupting AI-based 
images with the noise of human movement and agency. 
The aim is to create composite environments that organize 
bridges between the imaginary from elsewhere, the social 
reality right here, and the forgotten histories of forerunners en-
gaged with socially expanded practices, talking to the people, 
the divine, and the unknown. 

TWO VECTORS: ERGOT AND AI
To approach the complex, I look at two particular encounters:
AI as prophetic machine and blackbox, and ergot fungus as, 
literally, a mushroom at the
end of a world. 

The fungus Claviceps Purpurea, better known as ergot, grows 
on grain after prolonged
rains and has led to sicknesses of many names, hallucina-
tions, and mass dances and social contagion in central Euro-
pe all through the middle ages. For centuries, the ingestion 
of this fungus wreaks havoc among the population, spurs the 
foundation of well-known orders and cloisters, gives rise to 
new hybrid, collaged bodies in visual culture, empathy-machi-
ne virtualities in religious image programs and early amputa-



ting medicine. It also lead, famously, to the so-called Dancing 
Plague, some well chronicled incidents happening 1278 in 
Maastricht, in 1374 in Aachen and 1518 in Strasbourg, a. o. 
 Being a class sickness, St Anthony‘s fire epidemics 
follow in the wake of wet (poor) harvests. In Bosch‘s images, 
like in Grünewald‘s altarpiece of the Isenheim (Colmar monas-
tery, we find visions of this suffering – both externally visible in 
streets and homes, and internally seen, felt and communicated 
via artistic media. 

The project‘s second vector is an AI, trained on myriads of ge-
nerated human faces, now repurposed to propose new landsca-
pes. I‘ve started experimenting with Generative
Adversarial Networks, image-generating consumer AI, with 
the aim of generating images formed by cooperative inputs by 
landscapes, human storytelling agency and technology. The 
inputs of collected landscapes and architectures around the El-
sass region have been the base for my first experiments around 
hybrid landscapes springing from the union of environment, 
human storytelling agency and technology.
 The architecture of AI is a blackbox, but its territory is not 
– potentially, it is the entire planet. The knowledge structures of 
AI are also in the trees, in the forest, in the roots, in the rhizo-
mes, in the way bees and birds swarm. It is not, as tech capital 
would have us believe, a new singular event and god-like so-
lution of unattainable objectiveness; rather, it is a continuation 
of human wisdom and knowledge building strategies, including 
early divination practices, and necessarily influenced and tinted 
by various bags of beliefs.

BAG OF BELIEFS
Both present interesting bundles of embodied Welt-wissen and 
are strongly linked with notions of productivity and futurity. The 
predictive becomes the prescriptive, and ultimately, the real. 
Both myceliae and neural networks are models and parallels for 
the human brain.

What if there‘s a glitch in the human brain? One that cannot 
be explained, keeps rubbing up against simplistic productivi-
ty dogma, and puts heavier afflicted individuals at the fringes 
of society? 

SENSING OF A BREATH OF AIR
Since I was 17, I suffer from classic migraines with hallu-
cinatory auras, a family heirloom. My first medication cont-
ained ergotamin, an alkaloid derived from the ergot fungus 
(„Mutterkorn“) that grows on grain after prolonged rains. Last 
November, I travelled to the Elsass region to investigate the 
remnants and traces of the centuries-long ergot epidemics 
that haunt the region, and, invisibly, most of central europe. 
Reading medieval manuscripts from the 15th century (e.g. 
Hildegard von Bingen, Julian of Norwich) it becomes appa-
rent that some of the mystics‘ visions describe exactly this 
aura, which I know myself. 

Hildegard von Bingen and many other female living saints 
were afflicted with neurological diseases that only much 
later were theorized. The special suspicion they faced from 
both church and believers poses a parallel of contemporary 
ableist disbelief and demand of proof. But more importantly, 
they have embodied knowledge of becoming porous and 
permeable to environments and life rhythms, triggered into 
cascading pains and periods of inertia by mostly unknown 
factors. Highly reactive, sensitive and heightened aware-
ness... 
I would like to get in contact with other migraineurs, listen to 
and collect their stories and also enter into collaborations for 
artistic production on this topic. As an „invisible“ neurological 
disease, many people, especially in the working world, still 
have to deal with the successor of the suspicion of ... 
I would like to make an innovative and trans-temporal contri-
bution to the dismantling of reductive and ableist productivity 
dogmas and also develop a cinematic language/strategy that 



interacts with the non-sayable or non-showable and makes 
it possible to experience it in an unconventional way.

CONTAMINATION IS POSITIVE
Can the porosity of so-called deviant bodies and minds be 
instructive for the impending age of mass extinction? What 
is the delicate balance in speculative approaches of the fu-
ture between the predictive and the prescriptive (as in AI)? 
The mystic finds joy in the dissolution of self—its “corrupti-
on or partition” on the way to nothingness. The so-called 
insane person fights to retain ontological security out of 
fear. The mystic actively deconstructs the self in the name 
of love. Contemporary debates about the relationship bet-
ween personhood and materiality spring from the same set 
of concerns that medievals were preoccupied with. Religi-
on, flawed as it is, has at points throughout history offered 
a language for describing First Contact with the unknowab-
le. The allure and the terror of the technological singularity, 
whereby humans meld with machines, indicate a deep 
unease about animacy and liveliness. 
Between the rains frames contamination as decidedly po-
sitive and believes that the loss of boundaried self is only 
truly horrifying within an anthropocentric framework that 
prizes human being in its current state over all other forms 
and ways of being. 

My aim is to connect personal stories with scientific fin-
dings and speculative investigations, in order to to address 
contemporary issues by reworking historical material, ex-
perimenting with visual languages to establish a new voca-
bulary that combines mythologies and new technologies. 

It is clear, now more than ever, that certain historic models 
can no longer hold, as demonstrated by the systemic dis-
ruption of political, social, economic and ecological strata, 
bastions of a dimming era. Collaborative constructions 

TRANCE / BECOMING INSTRUMENT

ENCLOSURE

„LIVING LIGHT“

conflicting movements,
counter-strategy

CADAVRE EXQUIS / 
POROUS BODIES

Chapter Structure

serve as the blueprint of a new ecosystem when individualist hero‘s jour-
ney plots have failed us. An investigation into the alternative construction 
of the self within ever-fluctuating boundaries, provides a robust breeding 
ground for decentralized creative processes. In this sense, this multi-sour-
ce agency serves as vital resistance to inertia. 



Software & AI Working Process Snapshots

photo of desktop, showing
training progress of Runway ML

Screenshots process Runway ML, 
example of Cathedral of Strasbourg.
Dataset --> training progress stages 
--> Output in images or video

Reading List (TBC)

Malleus Maleficarum. Der Hexenhammer, Reprint  
Verlag Leipzig, 2020

Altered States, Sarah Shin, Ben Vickers (Ed.),   
Ignota books, London 2021

Atlas of Anomalous AI, 
Ben Vickers, K Allado-McDowell (Ed.), Ignota, London 
2020

Death by Landscape, Elvia Wilk, Soft Skull Press, New 
York 2020

Der Kelheimer Hexenhammer, Faksimile-Ausgabe, 
Konrad Kölbl Verlag, München

Caliban and the Witch, Silvia Federici

In Praise of the Dancing Bodies, Silvia Federici

The Mushroom at the End of the World, Anna Löwen-
haupt Tsing

The Process of Trance: Heavenly & Diabolical Appari-
tions in Johannes Nider‘s Formicarius by Gábor Kla-
niczay.

Paul Croswaithe, The Phantasmagorias of 
Contemporary Finance 

.

.

.



Working Process Snapshots until now

research travel, stop in Strasbourg research travel, stop in Strasbourg Building pieces for set design at bbk 
Sculpture workshop, Berlin

Building pieces for set design at bbk 
Sculpture workshop, Berlin

Photo setup for small objects, 
generating pictures for AI dataset

first fog machine test, editing collecting material, storyboard & script 
clippings
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Storyboard excerpts

built set centers around void 
(=negative scotoma/blind spot/
blackbox/that which has no 
image).
Void flips between „hole“ and 
„object“ 
- with inbuilt distortion that is 
filmed together with actresses 
- in PostPro the de-distortion 
is fixed to void, and humans 
distort around it.



July 23  stay in Oldenburg 
  storyboard workshop intensive
  read, script writing, compilation of texts?
  research manuscripts, contact experts
  plan trip to Bingen
  sketch for sets, order materials for costumes
  compile contact lists of interviewees, reach out to support groups
  distribute contacts (street, groups, social media, email)
  contact crew / collaborators & block dates / find crew
  Equipment lists
  Ai fundus experiments with lightbox mini set, new gestures, objects
  secure set dates
  prepare setbuilding: secure workshop slots
  find contacts Oldenburg, Edith-Russ-Haus - housewarming?  
  meet with interviewees / collaborators
   talk to them, audiorecord, transcript

August 23 location scouting, screentests, access needs? 
  meet with interviewees / collaborators
   talk to them, audiorecord, transcript (Berlin)
  sytematize and edit material (audio & video)
  mini-casting of talent, dates for fitting, measurements
  short trip to Bingen, equipment, assistant?
  build sets and costumes. space tests, assistant?

Sept 23  meet with interviewees / collaborators
   talk to them, audiorecord, transcript 
  organize transports 
  install tests, speed runs
  meet up with DOP and talent, walkthrough
  drop-off evening before shooting
  install
  shooting, 2 days
  takedown, transports, find storage or dismantle
  honorariums administration + shooting wrap up

  
Oct 23  materialsichtung, rough edit
  nachdrehs?
  voiceover recording sessions
  soundtrack ideas & sketches
  edit, edit, edit, feedback sessions
  trials with multichannel. installation mode & cinema mode?
   two separate edits for exhibition & cinema setting

  

Nov 23  edit, edit, edit 
  sound mixing
  edit, finalize
  subtitling
  title cards / chapter design
  video-installation plans & sketches, preparations
  soundtrack work, finalize
  feedback / screening session interviewees, collaborators,
   more production dinner setting
    

Dec 23  stay in Oldenburg
  mini publication (self-published, tiny), compilation of 
   research materials? design, print dummy, pitch
  feedback / screening session Edith-Russ-Haus?
  find places to show project to the public
  apply to exhibitions /festivals?
  apply for funding for publication?

  

Working Timetable /
Production Schedule



Travel
 Trains       300
 Rental Car + Gas + Insurance   200     
 Accomodations     200
  
Software
 Blackmagic DaVinci license once  289
 Runway ML Lab   6 Months 90
 Runway Training Credits  approx. 20 runs 400
 Topaz AI   once  160

Equipment* Rentals, 2 Days    600
 Gimbal Ronin S
 Lights & Rigging
 Lavallier x 4
 Boompole, Tripods ect.
 Atomos Ninja V
 * all other equipment is incl. in crew costs / is available / can be sourced elsewhere

Materials / Set & Costume Design   
 Fabrics, Threads ect.    300
 Wood & Plates     200
 Metals Rods, Screws, Flex Material  200
 Books & Research Materials,   200
 Access to Platforms 
 SSD harddrive 8 TB    250
 Metal/ Welding Workshop Rent, 60/week  120
 Printing & Storyboarding (entire project)  80

Transports, 6 ways in total during project  300 

Set Rent, 20 hours (incl. install & takedown)  2000
 Pre Drop Off      100

Fees / Honorariums for Collaborators / Crew
 8x Allowance for Interviewees   800
 2xTalent/Actress, 10 hours flat   800
 Set Hand, 18 EUR/h netto, 10 hours  180
 DOP (incl. Equipment), 1 day flat   800
 Direction Assistant    600
 Drone DOP, 2 hours    200
 3D SFX Designer after Grading &  800
  Postpro for ‚Sky Contructions“  
 Driver, 2 Days flat     400
 Sound Recording     
 Sound Mixing     400
 Postpro Assistance, 6 hours flat   200
 Accessibility Needs Budget / Workarounds 500

Artist Fee, 1000/month     6000

TOTAL COST      17.569,00
of which secured elsewhere, approved     5.000,00 
 via Stipendium Junge Kunst & Neue Wege (Bayern Innovativ)
TOTAL       12.569,00

Budget Calculation


